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Reliving an unforgettable day
By Randy Myers
CONTRA COSTA TIMES

Carole O'Hare passed on
seeing "United 93" a second
time at Tuesday night's world
premiere in New York -- she
couldn't stand to see her 79-
year-old mother die twice.

O'Hare, who lives in Danville,
joined other relatives,  the
filmmakers and actors at the
Tribeca Film Festival to show
support for the harrowing film,
which vividly re-creates the
Sept.  11,  2001, flight hijacked
by terrorists that  slammed
into a Pennsylvania field.
O'Hare's mother,  Hilda
Marcine, was one of 44 on
the San Francisco-bound
flight.

Days before O'Hare saw the
movie at a screening for
relatives in San Francisco,
she was fraught with anxiety.
Seeing it on screen was a
surreal experience, she says.

"It's almost  like you've
stepped outside of your own
family to watch it because it's
just  so painful to see your
mother or wife or child or
someone on the plane," she
said.  "It's like reliving it in
person. ... It's like being there
with them and it's very, very
difficult."

Is "United 93" too difficult  for this still-grieving nation to endure? The answer will
become more clear Friday,  when the film opens nationwide.

Even the R-rated movie's trailer has been greeted with concerns that  it's too soon,  and
at least  one theater in New York reportedly yanked it.

Here in the East Bay, moviegoers had mixed feelings about seeing the film.

"I  think it's in really bad taste," said Triss Carter of Concord.  "I  think there are other
ways to deal with it."

Others say they think it's a necessary historical reminder.

"I  hope it's really graphic," said Joe Cagnina of Berkeley. "I  think they should really hang
it out  there and really show the tragedy because people tend to forget."

Without  a doubt, "United 93" is an unforgettable achievement in filmmaking,  an
unflinching yet never gratuitous look at what  happened that  terrible day.

Given the movie's intensity,  an emotionally vulnerable nation might  not  be prepared for
it, said James Donahue, president  of the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley. He
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Carole O'Hare,  whose mother Hilda Marcin died on
United f light  93,  speaks about  her her feelings on the
new movie "United 93" at  her home in Danville.

Audio: Carol O'Hare describes watching the film
(MP3)



fears it could rekindle misdirected rage at Muslims.

"What's the point of being disturbed? If the movie just  feeds anger and rage it won't  be
helpful in moving us forward."

He said he hopes the film will add context  and go beyond chronicling the day's events.

"This is a movie about how that  happened," said Donahue. "Is it about the why? That's
the question I have."

Relatives say the film is accurate and pays respect  to the courage of passengers and
crew who showed unity by combating attackers.

From the beginning,  writer and director Paul Greengrass (who also helmed "The Bourne
Supremacy") sought relatives' support. Kate Solomon,  the film's researcher,  sent  letters
to them about Greengrass' intentions. Other Flight  93 victims had ties to the Bay Area,
including San Ramon resident  Tom Burnett  and Mark Bingham of San Francisco.

Contacted in New York this week,  Solomon said Greengrass would have scuttled the
film if fewer than half  of the relatives agreed to participate. Nearly all did.

As a show of support for them, 10 percent of this weekend's box-office gross will go
toward plans to build a national memorial for victims near the crash site.  Today,
relatives plan to address Congress about funding for the memorial.

For seven weeks,  Solomon interviewed roughly 150 relatives to create distinctive
personalities.  She visited O'Hare's Danville home and discussed what  her mother was
like.  The filmmakers took great  pains in depicting the woman and called to verify
whether an action or trait  reflected what  her mother would do.  Even her mother's
"traveling outfit" was painstakingly re-created.

Along with other documents,  Greengrass relied heavily on the 9/11 Commission Report
in making the film.  Commission members served as advisers and were present during
filming.

Solomon concedes "United 93" might  be too tough for some to watch,  but  hopes it will
serve as a testament to that  day.

"I  hope people come away with what  that  day meant  and what  has happened since,"
she said.  "I  think there are a lot  of people who would like to learn more about that  day."

If the impressive ratings posted by two TV movies about the tragic flight are any
indication,  there is public interest. The Discovery Channel and the A&E network both
dramatized the flight. A&E's "Flight  93" aired in January and garnered the network's
highest  ratings. It will be rebroadcast  at 9 p.m. Saturday.

More high-profile films about Sept.  11 are on the way,  including Oliver Stone's "World
Trade Center," starring Nicolas Cage, set for an August  release.

But the jury remains out  on whether a still-grieving nation will go see these movies.

Not  likely, says Stuart  Fischoff,  senior editor at the Journal of Media Psychology.

"These movies have a history of not  doing well," he said.

He anticipates "United 93" will draw younger audiences, and wonders whether the film
could be an attempt  to muster patriotic spirit  during a challenging time for the Bush
administration.

If that's its purpose,  he predicts it will fail.

"I  don't  think it's a sufficiently heroic movie," he says, even though he agrees the
passengers' actions were courageous. "But it was for a lost  cause and that's a hard
heroism to put  your hat  on.  I think it's a risky bet."

So far, the film is rustling up advance interest, with many talking about it but  not  so
sure it's something they want  to see.

O'Hare couldn't even take her dog to the vet without  ending up in a discussion.  One
person said she would never go see it, while another asked O'Hare whether she should.

"I  really can't tell  you because I come from a different  place," she said.  "Some movies
are entertaining.  This is a movie that  is more historic in nature and somewhat
educational.  I think it tells you a lot  about the day,  a lot  about the human spirit.

"It  tells you a lot  about the difference between good and evil."

Randy Myers is the Times movie critic.  Reach him at rmyers@cctimes.com or at 925-
977-8419.
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